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Abstract

Processing large point clouds is a challenging task. Therefore, the data is often down-
sampled to a smaller size such that it can be stored, transmitted and processed more effi-
ciently without incurring significant performance degradation. Traditional task-agnostic
sampling methods, such as farthest point sampling (FPS), do not consider downstream
tasks when sampling point clouds, and thus non-informative points to the tasks are often
sampled. This paper explores a task-oriented sampling for 3D point clouds, and aims
to sample a subset of points that are tailored specifically to a downstream task of inter-
est. Similar to FPS, we assume that point to be sampled next should depend heavily
on the points that have already been sampled. We thus formulate point cloud sampling
as a sequential generation process, and develop an attention-based point cloud sampling
network (APSNet) to tackle this problem. At each time step, APSNet attends to all the
points in a cloud by utilizing the history of previously sampled points, and samples the
most informative one. Both supervised learning and knowledge distillation-based self-
supervised learning of APSNet are proposed. Moreover, joint training of APSNet over
multiple sample sizes is investigated, leading to a single APSNet that can generate arbi-
trary length of samples with prominent performances. Extensive experiments demon-
strate the superior performance of APSNet against state-of-the-arts in various down-
stream tasks, including 3D point cloud classification, reconstruction, and registration.
Our code is available at https://github.com/Yangyeeee/APSNet.

1 Introduction
With the rapid development of 3D sensing devices (e.g., LiDAR and RGB-D camera), huge
point cloud data are generated in the areas of robotics, autonomous driving and virtual real-
ity [7, 20, 21]. A 3D point cloud, composed of the raw coordinates of scanned points in a 3D
space, is an accurate representation of an object or shape and plays a key role in perception
of the surrounding environment. Since point clouds lie in irregular space with variable den-
sities, traditional feature extraction methods, such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs),
designed for grid-structured 2D data do not perform well on 3D point clouds. Some methods
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Figure 1: Overview of APSNet. APSNet first extracts features with a simplified PointNet
that preserves the geometric information of a point cloud. Then, an LSTM with attention
mechanism is used to capture the relationship among points and select the most informative
point sequentially. Finally, the sampled point cloud is fed to a task network for prediction.
The whole pipeline is optimized by minimizing a task loss and a sampling loss jointly.

attempt to first stiffly transform point clouds into grid-structured data and then take advan-
tage of CNNs for feature extraction, such as projection-based methods [2, 27] and volumetric
convolution-based methods [6, 14]. Because placing a point cloud on a regular grid gener-
ates an uneven number of points in grid cells, applying the same convolution operation on
such grid cells leads to information loss in crowded cells and wasting computation in empty
cells. Recently, many methods of directly processing point cloud [16, 24, 25, 36] have been
proposed to enable efficient computation and performances in many applications, such as
3D point cloud classification [16, 24, 29, 32], semantic segmentation [15, 18, 28, 30, 31]
and reconstruction [1, 8, 35, 38], have been improved significantly. These methods take raw
point clouds as input (without quantization) and aggregate local features at the last stage of
the network, so the accurate data locations are kept intact but the computation cost grows lin-
early with the number of points. However, processing large-scale dense 3D point clouds is
still challenging due to the high cost of storing, transmitting and processing these data. Point
cloud sampling, a task of selecting a subset of points to represent the original point clouds at
a sparse scale, can reduce data redundancy and improve the efficiency of 3D data processing.
So far, there are a few heuristics-based sampling methods, such as random sampling (RS),
farthest point sampling (FPS) [5, 19], and grid (voxel) sampling [22, 33]. However, all of
these methods are task-agnostic as they do not take into account the subsequent process-
ing of the sampled points and may select non-informative points to the downstream tasks,
leading to suboptimal performance. Recently, S-NET [4] and SampleNet [13] are proposed,
which demonstrate that better sampling strategies can be learnt via a task-oriented sampling
network. These sampling networks can generate a small number of samples that optimize
the performance of a downstream task, and outperform traditional task-agnostic samplers
significantly in various applications [4, 13].

We argue that point cloud sampling can be considered as a sequential generation pro-
cess, in which points to be sampled next should depend on the points that have already
been sampled. However, existing task-oriented sampling methods, such as S-NET [4] and
SampleNet [13], do not pay enough attention to the sample dependency and generate all sam-
ples in one shot (without parameter reusing or sharing when generating samples of different
sizes). In this paper, we propose an attention-based point cloud sampling network (APSNet)
for task-oriented sampling, which enables a FPS-like sequential sampling but with a task-
oriented objective. Specifically, APSNet employs a novel LSTM-based sequential model to
capture the correlation of points with a global attention. The feature of each point is extracted
by a simplified PointNet architecture, followed by an LSTM [11] with attention mechanism
to capture the relationship of points and select the most informative ones for sampling. Fi-
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nally, the sampled point cloud is fed to a (frozen) task network for prediction. The whole
pipeline is fully differentiable and the parameters of APSNet can be trained by optimizing a
task loss and a sampling loss jointly (See Fig. 1).

Depending on the availability of labeled training data, APSNet can be trained in super-
vised learning or self-supervised learning via knowledge-distillation [10]. In the latter case,
no ground truth label is needed for the training of APSNet. Instead, the soft predictions of
task network are leveraged to train APSNet. Interestingly, the self-supervised training of
APSNet achieves impressive results that are close to the performance of supervised train-
ing. This makes APSNet widely applicable in situations where only a deployed task net is
available but the original labeled training dataset of the task net is no longer accessible.

In addition, given the autoregressive model of APSNet, our method can generate arbitrary
length of samples from a single model. This entails an effective joint training of APSNet
with multiple sample sizes, resulting in a single compact model for point cloud sampling,
while S-NET and SampleNet require a growing model size to generate larger sized point
samples and the parameter reusing or sharing is not as effective as APSNet [4, 13]. Our
main contributions are summarized as follows:
1. We propose APSNet, a novel attention-based point cloud sampling network, which en-

ables a FPS-like sequential sampling with a task-oriented objective.
2. APSNet can be trained in supervised learning or self-supervised learning via knowledge-

distillation, while the latter requires no ground truth labels for training and is thus widely
applicable in situations where only a deployed task network is available.

3. APSNet can be jointly trained with multiple sample sizes, yielding a single compact
model that can generate arbitrary length of samples with prominent performance.

4. Compared with state-of-the-art sampling methods, APSNet demonstrate superior perfor-
mance on various 3D point cloud applications.

2 Related Work
Deep Learning on Point Clouds Following the breakthrough results of CNNs in 2D im-
age processing tasks [9, 12], there has been a strong interest of adapting such methods to 3D
geometric data. Compared to 2D images, point clouds are sparse, unordered and locality-
sensitive, making it non-trivial to adapt CNNs to point cloud processing. Early attempts
focus on regular representations of the data in the form of 3D voxels [22, 33]. These meth-
ods quantize point clouds into regular voxels in 3D space with a predefined resolution, and
then apply volumetric convolution. More recently, some works explore new designs of local
aggregation operators on point clouds to process point sets efficiently and reduce the loss
of details [23, 24, 31]. PointNet [23] is a pioneering deep network architecture that directly
processes point clouds for classification and semantic segmentation; it proposes a shared
multi-layer perception (MLP), followed by a max-pooling layer, to approximate continuous
set functions to deal with unordered point sets. PointNet++ [24] further proposes a hierarchi-
cal aggregation of point features to extract global features. In later works, DGCNN [31] pro-
poses an effective EdgeConv operator that encodes the point relationships as edge features
to better capture local geometric features of point clouds while still maintaining permuta-
tion invariance. In this paper, we leverage a simplified PointNet architecture to extract local
features from a point cloud before feeding it to an attention-based LSTM for point cloud
sampling.
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Point Cloud Sampling Random sampling (RS) selects a set of points randomly from a
point cloud and has the smallest computation overhead. But this method is sensitive to
density imbalance issue [13]. Farthest point sampling (FPS) [5, 19] has been widely used
as a pooling operator in point cloud processing. It starts from a randomly selected point in
the set and iteratively selects the next point from the point cloud that is the farthest from
the selected points, such that the sampled points can achieve a maximal coverage of the
input point cloud. Recently, S-NET [4] and SampleNet [13] have demonstrated that better
sampling strategies can be learnt by a sampling network. These methods aim to generate
a small set of samples that optimize the performance of a downstream task. Moreover, the
generated 3D coordinates can be pushed towards a subset of original points to minimize the
training loss if a matched point set is desired. Both methods treat the sampling process as a
generation task and produce all the points in one shot, which does not pay sufficient attention
to sample dependency, and leads to suboptimal performances. Our APSNet is a combination
of FPS and task-oriented sampling in the sense that points are sampled sequentially with a
task-oriented objective.

Knowledge Distillation As one of the popular model compression techniques, knowledge
distillation [10] is inspired by knowledge transfer from teachers to students. Its key strategy
is to orientate compact student models to approximate over-parameterized teacher models
such that student models can achieve the performances that are close to (sometimes even
higher than) those of teachers’. Different from traditional knowledge distillation, which
forces student networks to approximate the soft prediction of pre-trained teacher networks,
self distillation [37] distills knowledge within a network itself from its own soft predictions.
Our APSNet can be trained both in supervised learning and self-supervised learning via
knowledge distillation. In the former case, labeled training data are required to train APSNet,
while in the latter case the soft predictions of task network can be used to train APSNet such
that the sampled point clouds from APSNet can achieve similar predictions as the original
point clouds.

3 The Proposed Method
The overview of our proposed APSNet is depicted in Fig. 1, which contains two main com-
ponents: (a) A simplified PointNet for feature extraction, (b) An LSTM with attention mech-
anism for sequential point sampling. In this section, we first describe the details of these
components and then discuss different approaches to train APSNet.

Notation and Problem Statement Let PPP = {pppi ∈ R3}n
i=1 denote a point cloud that con-

tains n points, with pppi = [xi,yi,zi] representing the 3D coordinates of point i. We consider
two types of point cloud samples: (1) QQQ∗ = {qqq∗i ∈ R3}m

i=1 denotes a sampled point cloud
of m points that is a subset of PPP with m < n, i.e., QQQ∗ ⊂ PPP. (2) QQQ = {qqqi ∈ R3}m

i=1 denotes a
generated point cloud of m points that may not be a subset of PPP. Typically, we can convert
QQQ to QQQ∗ by a matching process, i.e., match each point in QQQ to its nearest point in PPP, and
then replace the duplicated points1 in resulting QQQ∗ by FPS. Without loss of generality, in
the following we present our algorithm in terms of QQQ since QQQ is more general than QQQ∗ and
can be converted to QQQ∗ by matching. Moreover, let fθθθ (·) : PPP → QQQ denote APSNet with the
parameters θθθ .

1Multiple points in QQQ can be mapped to the same point in PPP.
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Figure 2: APSNet considers point cloud sampling as a sequential generation process with a
task-oriented objective, and uses an LSTM with attention mechanism for sampling.

As discussed in the introduction, we are interested in task-oriented sampling that yields a
small set of points QQQ to optimize a downstream task represented by a well-trained deployed
task network T , where T can be a model for 3D point cloud classification, reconstruction
or registration, etc. Given PPP, the goal of APSNet is to generate a point cloud QQQ = fθθθ (PPP)
that maximizes the predictive performance of task network T . Specifically, the parameters
of APSNet, θθθ , is optimized by minimizing a task loss and a sampling loss jointly as

min
θθθ

ℓtask(T (QQQ),y)+λLsample(QQQ,PPP), (1)

whose details are to be discussed in Sec. 3.2.

3.1 Attention-based Point Cloud Sampling
Existing task-oriented sampling methods, such as S-NET [4] and SampleNet [13], formulate
the sampling process as a point cloud generation problem from a global feature vector, and
generate all m points in one shot. We argue that the sampling process is naturally a sequential
generation process, in which points to be sampled next should depend on the points that
have already been sampled. We therefore propose APSNet, an attention-based LSTM for
sequential point sampling in order to capture the relationship among points.

The overall architecture of APSNet is depicted in Fig. 2. First, APSNet takes the orig-
inal point cloud PPP as input and samples from PPP via an LSTM with attention mechanism to
produce a small point cloud QQQ of m points, each point of which is a soft point generated by
projecting PPP on a set of attention coefficients from the LSTM. Finally, the output of APSNet,
QQQ, is fed to a well-trained deployed task network T for prediction and task loss evaluation2.

The first step is to extract a feature representation for each point in PPP. APSNet follows
the architecture of PointNet [23], a basic feature extraction backbone on 3D point clouds, to
extract point-wise local features. Specifically, a set of 1× 1 convolution layers are applied
to the original point cloud PPP and produce a set of d-dimensional point-wise feature vectors,
denoted by XXX = [xxx1,xxx2, · · · ,xxxn]

T ∈ Rn×d . Then, a symmetric feature-wise max pooling op-
erator is applied to XXX and produce a global feature vector ggg ∈ Rd , which is then fed to an
LSTM as the initial state for sequential point generation.

2The parameters of T is frozen during the training of APSNet.
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The sequential point generation process is similar to the attention-based sequential model
for image captioning [34]. Given initial state ggg and <start> as inputs, the LSTM updates
its hidden state to hhht ∈ Rd at each time step t = 1,2, · · · ,m. The hidden state hhht encodes
the history of all the sampled points and is indicative for APSNet to identify the next most
informative point of PPP to sample. To achieve this, a set of attention scores is calculated as the
dot product of the hidden state hhht and point-wise feature vector xxxi for i= 1,2, · · · ,n, followed
by a softmax for normalization:

sit = xxxi ·hhht , ait =
exp(sit)

∑i exp(sit)
. (2)

The attention coefficients ait indicates the importance of point i at the sampling step t, from
which sampled point qqqt ∈R3 can be generated as a weighted sum of all the points in PPP:

qqqt = ∑
i

ait · pppi. (3)

The generated point qqqt is then fed to the LSTM as input for the next time step to generate
the next point until all m points are generated. During sequential generation process, the
attention mechanism enables the model to attend to all the points in PPP and identify the most
informative “point" to sample.

3.2 Training of APSNet
APSNet is a task-oriented sampling network, which can be trained to optimize its perfor-
mance on the downstream tasks of interest. In this section, we discuss the objective func-
tions that can be used to train APSNet. Depending on the availability of labeled training data
and deployment requirements, we consider three different approaches to train APSNet: (1)
supervised training, (2) self-supervised training, and (3) joint training.

3.2.1 Training with or without Ground Truth Labels
We consider two training scenarios: (a) both task network T and a labeled training set
{PPP j,y j}N

j=1 are available; (b) only task network T and some input point clouds {PPP j}N
j=1

are available, but no labels is provided. The latter case corresponds to the situation where
original labeled training data of T is no longer available for the development of APSNet.

Supervised Training When a labeled training set {PPP j,y j}N
j=1 is available, we can train

APSNet in a supervised learning paradigm. Similar to S-NET [4] and SampleNet [13], two
types of losses are exploited to train APSNet, i.e., the task loss ℓtask and the sampling loss
Lsample. Specifically, the task loss measures the quality of predictions based on the sampled
point cloud QQQ:

ℓtask(T (QQQ),y), (4)

where y is the ground-truth label of PPP. For different downstream tasks, y can be the class label
or the original point cloud PPP when the task is for classification or reconstruction, respectively.
Accordingly, the corresponding task loss ℓtask() is defined differently, e.g., the cross-entropy
loss for classification or the Chamfer distance for reconstruction [1].

The sampling loss Lsample encourages the sampled points in QQQ to be close to those of
PPP and also have a maximal coverage w.r.t. the original point cloud PPP. We found that this
sampling loss provides an important prior knowledge for sampling, and is critical for APSNet
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to achieve a good performance. Specifically, given two point sets SSS1 and SSS2, denoting average
nearest neighbor loss as:

La(SSS1,SSS2) =
1

|SSS1| ∑
s1∈SSS1

min
s2∈SSS2

||s1 − s2||22, (5)

and maximal nearest neighbor loss as:

Lm(SSS1,SSS2) = max
s1∈SSS1

min
s2∈SSS2

||s1 − s2||22, (6)

the sampling loss is then given by:
Lsample(QQQ,PPP) =La(QQQ,PPP)+βLm(QQQ,PPP)+(γ +δ |QQQ|)La(PPP,QQQ), (7)

where β , γ and δ are the hyperparameters that balance the contributions from different loss
components.

Putting all the components together, the total loss of APSNet is given by:

Ltotal = ℓtask(T (QQQ),y)+λLsample(QQQ,PPP), (8)

where λ is a hyperparameter that balances the contribution between the task loss and the
sampling loss.

Self-supervised Training with Knowledge Distillation In some practical scenarios, we
may only have task network T and some input point clouds {PPP j}N

j=1 at our disposal. This is
the situation where a deployed task network T is available, but the original labeled training
data of T is no longer available for the development of APSNet. In this case, we propose
to train APSNet via self-supervised learning based on the idea of knowledge distillation [10,
37]. In knowledge distillation, we can transfer the knowledge from a teacher network to a
student network such that the student network can yield a similar prediction as the teacher
network while being much more efficient. Inspired by knowledge distillation, we treat the
task network T as the teacher model, and APSNet as the student model and use the soft
predictions of T as the targets to train APSNet. Specifically, the task loss for self-supervised
training of APSNet is updated to

ℓtask(T (QQQ), ỹ), with ỹ = T (PPP), (9)

where ỹ is the soft prediction of T given the original point cloud PPP, and the loss function ℓtask
is defined differently for different downstream tasks. The goal of the new loss function is to
generate a sampled point cloud QQQ that can yield a similar prediction as the original PPP.

Similar idea is also explored in [3], where mutual information between the predictions
of backbone network from sparsified input and original input are maximized for model in-
terpretation, while here we sparsify point clouds.

3.2.2 Joint Training
APSNet described above is trained for a specified sample size m. Given the autoregressive
model of our method, APSNet can generate arbitrary length of samples from a single model.
This entails an effective joint training of APSNet with multiple different sample sizes, re-
sulting in a single compact model to generate arbitrary sized point clouds with prominent
performance. Specifically, we can train one APSNet with different sample sizes by:

L joint=∑
c∈Cs

(
ℓtask(T (QQQc),y)+λLsample(QQQc,PPP)

)
, (10)
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where Cs is a set of sample sizes of interest. In our experiments, we set Cs = {2l}7
l=3.

S-NET [4] and SampleNet [13] propose a progressive training to train a sampling net-
work to generate different sized point clouds. However, their model sizes grow linearly as
the sample size m increases. In contrast, due to the autoregressive model of APSNet, we can
train one single compact model (with a fixed number of parameters) to generate arbitrary
sized point clouds without incurring a linear increase of model parameters. This entails a
better parameter reusing or sharing for APSNet, and leads to improved sample efficiency as
compared to S-NET and SampleNet.

4 Experiments
We demonstrate the performance of APSNet on three different applications of 3D point
clouds for classification, reconstruction, and registration. For the purpose of comparison,
random sampling (RS), farthest point sampling (FPS) and SampleNet [13] are used as base-
lines, where SampleNet is the state-of-the-art task-oriented sampling method. We consider
two variants of APSNet: (1) APSNet, and (2) APSNet-KD, while the former refers to the
supervised training of APSNet and the latter refers to the self-supervised training of APSNet
with knowledge distillation. A trained APSNet generates point cloud QQQ that isn’t a subset
of original input point cloud PPP, but the generated QQQ can be converted to QQQ∗ by a matching
process as discussed in Sec. 3.1. Therefore, we further distinguish them as APSNet-G and
APSNet-M, respectively. SampleNet [13] also generates point cloud QQQ, which is converted
to QQQ∗ by the matching process. Similarly, we denote them as SampleNet-G and SampleNet-
M, respectively. In our experiments, we compare the performances of all these variants.
However, we would like to emphasize that the default SampleNet is SampleNet-M, while
the default APSNet is APSNet-G since APSNet-G yields the best predictive performance
without an expensive matching process as we will demonstrate in the experiments.

Since our APSNet is implemented in PyTorch, we convert the official TensorFlow im-
plementation of SampleNet3 to PyTorch for a fair comparison. We found that our PyTorch
implementation achieves better performances than the official TensorFlow version in most of
our experiments. Details of experimental settings and implementation are relegated to sup-
plementary material. All our experiments are performed on Nvidia RTX GPUs. Our source
code can be found at https://github.com/Yangyeeee/APSNet.

4.1 3D Point Cloud Classification

We use the point clouds of 1024 points that were uniformly sampled from the ModelNet40
dataset [33] to train PointNet [23] (the task network T ). The official train-test split is used for
the training and evaluation, and the instance-wise accuracy is used as the evaluation metric
for performance comparison. The vanilla task network achieves an accuracy of 90.1% with
all the 1024 points. We execute different sampling methods with a variety of sample sizes
and report their performances for comparison.

Table 1 reports the classification accuracies of all the five sampling methods. To validate
our PyTorch implementation of SampleNet, we also include the official SampleNet results as
reported in [13]. It can be observed that our PyTorch implementation outperforms the official
TensorFlow code consistently; in particular, when sample size m = 8, our implementation

3https://github.com/itailang/SampleNet
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Table 1: Classification accuracies of five sampling methods with different sample sizes m on
ModelNet40. M* denotes the official results from SampleNet [13].

RS FPS DaNet MOPS-Net [26] SampleNet APSNet APSNet-KD
m [17] G M G M M* G M G M
8 8.26 23.29 - - - 78.36 73.31 28.7 81.42 74.12 80.22 73.81
16 25.11 54.19 - 84.7 51.2 80.60 79.68 55.5 83.89 82.25 83.82 82.02
32 55.19 77.32 85.1 86.1 77.6 80.32 82.97 74.4 88.15 86.97 88.76 84.95
64 78.26 87.22 86.8 87.1 81.0 79.36 84.01 79.0 88.38 87.58 88.66 87.54

128 85.95 88.76 86.8 87.2 85.0 85.52 87.17 79.7 89.22 89.38 87.83 88.01
256 88.80 89.30 87.2 87.4 86.7 87.43 89.58 83.4 89.54 89.86 88.02 88.21
512 89.66 89.87 - 88.3 88.3 88.01 90.18 88.2 89.78 90.18 88.69 88.56

has a gain of nearly 45% over the official code. Therefore, for a fair comparison, we compare
APSNet mainly with our improved SampleNet.

A few notable observations can be made from Table 1. (1) As sample size m increases,
all the sampling methods have improved accuracies. The performances of task-oriented sam-
plers, e.g., SampleNet and APSNet, outperform those of task-agnostic samplers, e.g., random
sampling and FPS, consistently. However, the gains are getting smaller as sample size m in-
creases; when m = 512, all sampling methods achieves a comparable accuracy that is close
to the best accuracy (90.1%) achieved with all the 1024 points. (2) In general, SampleNet-M
achieves a better performance than SampleNet-G. When sample size m increases, the gain is
more pronounced. (3) In contrast, APSNet-G achieves a better performance than APSNet-M.
When sample size m is small, the gain is large, while as sample size m increases, both vari-
ants of APSNet have very similar performances. This is likely because the downstream task
networks are trained with original points P, and the matched Q∗ from APSNet-M can fit bet-
ter to the downstream task networks. The gains are getting smaller because when sampling
ratio becomes larger the performance is approaching to the upper bound which uses all the
points. (4) Comparing APSNet-G with SampleNet-M (the best defaults for both algorithms),
APSNet outperforms SampleNet consistently; especially when m ≤ 128, we observe a 2%
to 8% accuracy gain, demonstrating the effectiveness of APSNet. (5) APSNet-KD achieves
a very impressive result without utilizing labeled point clouds for training; its performance
is almost on-par with APSNet that is trained with labeled point clouds.

Discussion The above experiments show that SampleNet-M outperforms SampleNet-G
consistently, while the opposite is observed for APSNet. This can be explained by the limi-
tations of SampleNet as we indicated in the introduction. As sample size m increases, Sam-
pleNet has a higher probability of generating similar (redundant) points due to the one-shot
generation of m samples. Since these redundant points cannot improve the classification
accuracy effectively, the matching process (which replaces the redundant points with the
FPS samples) becomes critical for SampleNet-M to improve its performance, leading to im-
proved performances over SampleNet-G. On the other hand, APSNet-G generates the next
sample depending heavily on previously sampled points, and therefore is able to capture the
relationship among points and generate more informative samples, yielding a better perfor-
mance without an expensive matching process.

Joint Training Next, we investigate the joint training of APSNet, and compare it with
separated training of ASPNet and SampleNet for each sample size m. For the joint training
of APSNet, we train a single compact model of APSNet with Cs = {8,16,32,64,128} by
optimizing the joint loss (10). In contrast, in separated training of SampleNet or APSNet, a
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Figure 3: Evolution of classification accuracy as a function of sample size m for different
sampling methods. APSNet-Joint uses a single model to generate different number of sam-
ples, while SampleNet and APSNet use separately trained models to generate each specific
number of samples.

separated model is trained for each sample size m ∈Cs and its performance is evaluated for
the specific m it was trained with.

Fig. 3 shows the performance comparison between joint training of APSNet and sep-
arated training. It can be observed a single model trained by APSNet-Joint can generate
arbitrary length of samples with competitive performances. Indeed, the performance of
APSNet-Joint is lower than the separately trained APSNet, but it still consistently outper-
forms separately trained SampleNet.

4.2 Additional Experiments
Due to page constraints, additional experiments of (1) point cloud sampling for reconstruc-
tion, (2) registration, (3) ablation study of the sampling loss (7), (4) inference speed compar-
ison, and (5) visualization of attention coefficients are relegated to supplementary material.

5 Conclusion
This paper introduces APSNet, an attention-based sampling network for point cloud sam-
pling. Compared to S-Net and SampleNet, which formulate the sampling process as an
one-shot generation task with MLPs, APSNet employs a sequential autoregressive genera-
tion with a novel LSTM-based sequential model for sampling. Depending on the availability
of labeled training data, APSNet can be trained in supervised learning or self-supervised
learning via knowledge distillation. We also present a joint training of APSNet, yielding a
single compact model that can generate arbitrary length of samples with prominent perfor-
mances. Extensive experiments demonstrate the superior performance of APSNet over the
state-of-the-arts both in terms of sample quality and inference speed, which make APSNet
widely applicable in many practical application scenarios.
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